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AGAINST PERSONAL JURISDICTION LAW

John Leubsdorf*

It is not hard to state goals that a legal system should seek when deciding where civil actions may be brought. The rules should promote the convenience of parties and others. They should treat both plaintiffs and defendants fairly. Prospective litigants should be able to determine with reasonable assurance where their disputes may or may not be heard and should not suffer from expensive jurisdictional disputes. The rules should not be easy to evade. One might ask for more—for example, accurate and effective implementation of substantive law, or assistance to disadvantaged litigants—but these basic goals should not be subject to dispute.

The constitutional patchwork that limits the personal jurisdiction of state and federal courts1 falls far short of these goals. It excludes from consideration many of the factors that should be relevant to forum choice. It applies an abstract conceptual one-size-fits-all standard to a variety of cases posing different jurisdictional problems. It increasingly favors defendants over plaintiffs. It is set forth in judicial opinions whose authors, writing over more than a century of precedents, have pursued different leanings and different analyses, leading to inconsistency and dubious reasoning. It leaves many fundamental issues undecided while fostering uncertainties that lead to costly disputes. And repeat players have developed ways to manipulate and evade its supposed strictures.

“If way to the Better there be, it exacts a full look at the Worst.” 2

By surveying in one place the flaws of personal jurisdiction law, I hope to defamiliarize it and encourage fresh approaches. This portrayal will necessarily be sketchy, omitting subtleties and qualifications as well as citations to all those from whom I have learned over the decades. Admittedly, no earthly law is perfect, and I have no alternative scheme up my sleeve. I assume that readers have some knowledge of personal

---

* Distinguished Professor of Law and Judge Lacey Distinguished Scholar, Rutgers Law School. I appreciate the help and support of Kevin Clermont, David Noll, and Allan Stein.
2. Thomas Hardy, In Tenebris II, line 14, in Thomas Hardy 55, 56 (W.E. Williams ed. 1960).
jurisdiction law and can supply some of the “on the other hands” that I have omitted.3

I. EXCLUDING RELEVANT FACTORS

Under current law, where the plaintiff lives is not a basis for jurisdiction except to the extent that it helps define the defendant’s contacts with the forum state.4 And yet plaintiffs, like defendants, have interests protected by the Due Process Clause,5 and one might think that depriving plaintiffs of the opportunity to assert a claim in their forums would be considered as weighty as requiring defendants to defend in foreign ones. The Court seems to regard its jurisprudence as a safeguard for defendants against plaintiffs’ freedom to choose the most favorable forum—but defendants also have the power to forum shop by suing first, removing an action to federal court, moving to transfer or dismiss, or dictating forum selection clauses and arbitration agreements. An alternative justification for rules protecting defendants might be a very large danger of bias against out-of-state defendants6—but when the result of those rules is that many defendants may be sued only in their home states, will not the danger of bias simply be turned against plaintiffs? In any event, existing doctrine views the rights in question as those of defendants.

The courts also disregard relevant factors by applying essentially the same jurisdictional standards to all sorts of claims, torts, contracts, trusts, or whatever.7 In contrast, the law of the European Union, for example, singles out certain claims by insurance beneficiaries and by

---

consumers, allowing them to sue at their own national domicile, and also allowing the joinder of persons roughly equivalent to our indispensable parties who would otherwise not be subject to the court’s jurisdiction. Such provisions reflect a more sensitive and flexible balancing of interests than our courts can apply. One exception, *McGee v. Int’l Life Ins. Co.*, might once have been read as recognizing the special needs of life insurance beneficiaries—but then the Court limited it to cases in which an out-of-state insurer solicited an in-state insured.

Personal jurisdiction doctrine also excludes from consideration the law to be applied. States have considerable, though not unlimited, power to decide whether to apply to a case their own law or some other law. But the Court considers that issue unrelated to where suit may be brought even when the decisive issue between the parties and the motive of their jurisdictional dispute is precisely which law will be applied. One may debate whether the relatives of an American citizen killed in Peru should recover wrongful death damages on an American scale or be limited like Peruvians to $2,500; but for the Supreme Court that question simply did not arise under personal jurisdiction law. As they say, “[i]f you think you can think about a thing that is hitched to other things without thinking about the things that it is hitched to, then you have a legal mind.”

Two other factors—the relative convenience of the parties and the interests of the forum state—continue to be mentioned in Supreme Court opinions but have a small and diminishing impact on results. True, the Supreme Court did rely on unreasonable inconvenience to a

---

foreign defendant to deny jurisdiction in one unusual case,\(^{16}\) and dictum asserts that inconvenience to a plaintiff might support jurisdiction.\(^{17}\) But the Supreme Court has provided no recent examples of that—if anything, the contrary.\(^{18}\) In practice, state interests likewise seem to count nowadays\(^{19}\) for little or nothing.\(^{20}\) The Court’s recent reference to state interests in \textit{Ford Motor Co. v. Montana 8th Jud. Dist. Ct.}\(^{21}\) might herald a change in this pattern. But it might also be one of the waverings typical of personal jurisdiction jurisprudence, in which any factor once advanced can be either flourished or disregarded in any later opinion.

Lastly, the defendant’s infliction of harm within a state has no independent jurisdictional significance except in what appears to be a shrinking class of intentional torts that in some sense target the state.\(^{22}\) “Regardless of where a plaintiff lives or works, an injury is jurisdictionally relevant only insofar as it shows that the defendant has formed a contact with the forum State.”\(^{23}\) Otherwise, wreaking havoc within a state does not suffice.

So, what is left for courts to consider? For general jurisdiction—jurisdiction that extends to any claim against a defendant, even one unrelated to the forum state\(^{24}\)—discarding relevant factors has at least permitted rules that are clear and simple, albeit defective in other ways. Human defendants are subject to general jurisdiction in states where they are domiciled or served with process.\(^{25}\) Corporate defend-

\(^{16}\) Asahi Metal Indus. Co. v. Super. Ct., 480 U.S. 102, 102–03 (1987). The Court may have resorted to the inconvenience ground as the only way to secure a majority opinion, having divided on the other point at issue.

\(^{17}\) Burger King Corp. v. Rudzewicz, 471 U.S. 462, 477 (1985).


\(^{19}\) For earlier reliance on state interests, see Travelers Health Ass’n v. Virginia, 339 U.S. 643, 648–49 (1950); Mullane v. Central Hanover Bank & Trust Co., 339 U.S. 306, 313 (1950).


\(^{23}\) \textit{Id.} at 290.
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...nants are subject to general jurisdiction where they are incorporated or have their main place of business. 26

When it comes to specific jurisdiction—jurisdiction limited to a specific claim—the rule is likewise simple to state, but far from easy to apply. Granted the nods to convenience and unreasonableness already mentioned, in practice almost everything seems to turn on whether the defendant has “purposefully availed itself” of the benefits of the forum state in a way related to the plaintiff’s claim. 27 That is the applicable standard whether the claim is for a tort or breach of contract; whether the plaintiff or defendant is large or small; whether in practice the forum would be convenient for one or both parties; whether the defendant is located a few miles away across the state line or overseas; or whether the plaintiff has many or no other jurisdictional options elsewhere. Such a one-size-fits-all standard cannot be expected to produce sensible results in most instances, nor can it be easy to apply. The Court has been unable to agree on what constitutes the required purposeful availment, 28 while it has until recently avoided considering what connection is required between the defendant’s contacts with the forum and the plaintiff’s claim. 29 And nowadays, the prevalence of internet interactions makes it harder and less meaningful to tell who is reaching out to whom, threatening to dissolve the purposeful availment test entirely.

II. Favoring Defendants

We have already seen some of the ways in which personal jurisdiction favors defendants. It is defendants who are thought of as having constitutional rights. It is defendants’ activities that ground or fail to ground jurisdiction, almost regardless of their impact on plaintiffs. State interests, like those of plaintiffs, take second place. And defendants are free to invoke federalism and state concerns to contest jurisdiction or to erase them from the picture by choosing not to object. 30 This all fits neatly into the Supreme Court’s tendency in recent de-

---


cades to close courthouse doors—here, in the first instance, the doors of state courthouses. The Court has developed several ways to promote this trend. And it should be noted that liberal as well as conservative judges have written some of the decisive opinions, while conservatives have written some opinions keeping courthouse doors open.

For the Court, big guys—or rather corporations—attract the sympathy that others feel for little guys. The Court responds to a foreign corporation forced to defend in distant American courts more than to an injured American worker forced to seek redress abroad. The actual defendant may be a substantial enterprise, but opinions nevertheless worry that subjecting it to specific jurisdiction would allow plaintiffs to drag to some distant forum some other defendant, a soft-drink concessionaire, or the owner of a small farm. Of course, that will be so only if the courts treat large and small defendants alike. And of course, the burden of the resulting standard falls not on the hypothetical soft drink seller but on the actual plaintiffs, often individuals who have suffered bodily injury.

If we turn from specific to general jurisdiction, we find a related discrepancy, this time among defendants: corporate defendants attract the sympathy that should go to human beings, while humans do not. A corporation is subject to general jurisdiction only where it is “at home,” in the state of its incorporation or main place of business. Employing two thousand workers on two thousand miles of railroad track in a state is not enough to satisfy this domestic standard. Meanwhile, individuals are subject to general jurisdiction not only at

home but wherever they may roam, at least if a process server finds them.\textsuperscript{39}

Another concern of the courts tending to favor corporate defendants is the belief that jurisdiction law should give “a degree of predictability to the legal system that allows potential defendants to structure their primary conduct with some minimum assurance as to where that conduct will and will not render them liable to suit.”\textsuperscript{40} No doubt, predictability can reduce the costs of quarreling about jurisdiction for both plaintiffs and defendants. But corporate planners will also seek to place suits where it is cheaper for them to defend and where liability and large damages are less likely. By easing the way for corporate planning, personal jurisdiction law will therefore on average tend to increase the litigation costs and decrease the recovery of plaintiffs. In effect, it leaves more of the cost of accidents on their victims.\textsuperscript{41} But the courts are thinking of defendants, not victims.\textsuperscript{42}

\section*{III. Uncertainty and Expense}

A number of disputable factual issues bear on whether a defendant satisfies the specific jurisdiction standard of purposeful availment, depriving that standard of predictability and giving rise to costly contests. Who initiated the transaction in question?\textsuperscript{43} Which members of a corporate family are subject to suit on the claim in question?\textsuperscript{44} Does the defendant engage in other, similar transactions affecting the


\textsuperscript{40} Burger King Corp. v. Rudzewicz, 471 U.S. 462, 472 (1985) (quoting World-Wide Volkswagen Corp. v. Woodson, 444 U.S. 286, 297 (1980)).


\textsuperscript{42} Similarly, the Court was concerned that subjecting a husband to long-arm jurisdiction over a child support claim would discourage him from letting his children live with their mother as they preferred. Kulko v. Super. Ct., 436 U.S. 84, 93 (1978). But would not denying jurisdiction discourage her from accepting custody?

\textsuperscript{43} \textit{E.g.}, Burger King Corp. v. Rudzewicz, 471 U.S. 462, 474–76, 479–80 (1985).

state?45 What did it know or intend about its asserted connection to the forum state?46 To what extent does it use advertising directed at the state, or likely to reach the state?47 How large are its receipts from the state compared to its total receipts?48 Often, if these or other issues49 are raised, discovery will be needed to unearth the evidence.50 Because the standard turns on what the defendant has done, and because the plaintiff has the burden of establishing jurisdiction when it is contested,51 it is the plaintiff who will usually be the one seeking discovery.

Current law also leaves basic legal issues open to dispute. When does placing products in the “stream of commerce” support jurisdiction where they wind up?52 Is it still possible for plaintiffs to bring a class action including persons not involved with the forum state against a defendant not subject to general jurisdiction there?53 When can the activities of a corporation be attributed to its parent or subsidiary for jurisdictional purposes?54 Can a corporation doing business in a state be required to appoint an agent for the service of process in cases unrelated to its activities there?55 Are there exceptional cases in which serving an individual within a state will not support general jurisdiction?56 How do the standards for a foreign defendant differ from

---

48. E.g., Asahi Metal Indus. Co. v. Super. Ct., 480 U.S. 102, 106–07 (1987) (plurality opinion). It is not clear that the answer to this question will ever be determinative; but since Justices refer to it, prudent litigants will seek to answer it.
49. E.g., Kevin M. Clermont, Jurisdictional Fact, 91 CORNELL L. REV. 973 (2006) (issues including whether the defendant in fact performed the act alleged to give rise to jurisdiction).
51. Id. at 708–09.
52. J. McIntyre Mach., Ltd. v. Nicastro, 564 U.S. 873, 885 (2011) (in which there was no majority opinion).
56. Compare Burnham v. Super. Ct., 495 U.S. 604, 613–14 (1990) (Scalia, J., speaking for four Justices and mentioning no exceptions if defendant is voluntarily present in state) with id. at
those for a domestic one? If a customer buys a product outside the forum state, just what contacts with that state must the seller have to be subject to specific jurisdiction? Where do internet activities give rise to personal jurisdiction? When does the infliction of harm within a state support jurisdiction over the perpetrator?

These uncertainties of fact and law have at least four bad consequences. First, they lead to costly and time-consuming disputes unrelated to the merits of the case. Second, the risk and cost they create discourage plaintiffs from suing in a court where jurisdiction may indeed exist, leaving them with a worse alternative, which in turn may cause them to accept inadequate settlements or even drop their claims. Third, defendants are likewise discouraged from raising even sound defenses against jurisdiction, so that they too may litigate in an undesirable forum or pay excessive settlements. Fourth, unpredictability discourages defendants from exercising their theoretical option to avoid the harm that personal jurisdiction rules are supposed to prevent by staying out of a suit and raising their jurisdictional objections later when the plaintiff tries to enforce the resulting default judgment. That used to be a viable option, but not now. Often today, a defendant’s appraisal of whether jurisdiction exists in a given forum is at best a guess. If a defendant stays out of a suit and lets summary judgment be entered, and later the enforcing court finds that the original court did have jurisdiction, the defendant has lost the chance to defend on the merits. In these respects, though not in others, the development of specific jurisdiction under the “purposeful availment”

628–29 (Brennan, J., speaking for four Justices but saying only that jurisdiction is “generally” permissible) with id. at 640 (Stevens, J., limiting his concurrence to this particular case).


approach marks a regression from *Pennoyer v. Neff*,63 most of whose rules raised few difficulties of application.

IV. Evasion

Because of personal jurisdiction law’s defects, some have sought to evade its rules and the procedures for applying them. Typically, this is done by large organizations exposed to repeated litigation capable of planning ahead. For them, this is another example of the search for predictability and reduced expense that the Supreme Court has lauded.64 No one will be surprised that the results usually favor the organizations doing the planning, which are typically defendants, accentuating the pro-defendant drift already described.

By using a forum selection clause, any organization that contracts with potential adverse parties can ensure that any suit will be brought in the forum it prefers, which may or may not be practical for its adversaries. Personal jurisdiction issues do not arise because the parties are deemed to have consented to the forum, often in a contract of adhesion, and sometimes in a contract to which they are not even parties.65 The Supreme Court has been receptive to these clauses, even when found in contracts of adhesion with consumers,66 and so have state courts.67 The Court noted in *Carnival Cruise Lines, Inc. v. Shute*68 that forum selection clauses reduce the costs of disputing jurisdiction and even ventured the expectation that the businesses imposing them would then reduce their prices. This is true regardless of the forum designated in the clause.

But it is also true that if the designated forum is more convenient for the business than for its customers, customers will be discouraged from pursuing claims against the business or induced to settle on less


64. See text at notes 40–42, supra.


favorable terms. Businesses are aware of this. Ironically, Carnival later successfully invoked forum non conveniens to avoid defending in Florida—the very forum it had designated in the Carnival Cruise case—when it was sued by plaintiffs injured by the wreck of a cruise ship in Italy.69 Both United States and foreign plaintiffs had to sue in Italy, notwithstanding the increased expense for some of them and the notorious delays of the Italian courts.70

A forum selection clause is not the only way in which a business can move disputes with those who contract with it out of courts that personal jurisdiction would otherwise allow, or into forums that it would otherwise forbid. Under the Federal Arbitration Act,71 as stretched by the Court, most disputes with customers and employees can be designated for arbitration.72 Those dealing with corporations have usually failed when they challenged the place designated for arbitration in the arbitration agreement, the parties having supposedly agreed to resolve their dispute in that place.73 Similarly, a business can require those with whom it deals to designate an agent for the service of process in its preferred forum, steering to that forum at least those suits in which it is the plaintiff.74

A third way of evading the jurisdictional rules, affecting only federal court cases, is transfer by the Panel on Multidistrict Litigation (MDL), which has consolidated hundreds of thousands of suits, at least one-third of the federal civil caseload, often over the objection of one or another party.75 In theory, the transfer is for pretrial proceed-

70. Lynn Abell, Disarming the Italian Torpedo: The 2006 Italian Arbitration Law Reforms as a Small Step Toward Resolving the West Tankers Dilemma, 24 AM. REV. INT’L A RB. 335, 337 (2013). I do not know why Carnival had not included a forum selection clause designating the Italian courts in its cruise agreements. Just such a clause was enforced in Lebedinsky v. MSC Cruises, 789 F. App’x. 196, 199 (11th Cir. 2019).
ings only. If measured by the usual personal jurisdiction standards, MDL proceedings would often fail to measure up. A defendant may be forced to defend suits by plaintiffs whose dealings with it were unrelated to the transferee state even if that is not the state where it is incorporated or has its main place of business. That would otherwise be forbidden by *Bristol-Myers Squibb Co. v. Super. Ct.* Indeed, an MDL defendant may be forced to defend in a district where it could not otherwise be sued at all. Plaintiffs whose actions are dispatched to an MDL court they did not choose may likewise have cause for complaint. Several factors distinguish such plaintiffs from the members of the nationwide class upheld in *Phillips Petroleum Co. v. Shutts* over claims that personal jurisdiction was lacking over plaintiff class members. Unlike a class action, an MDL does not provide the safeguards that make it unnecessary for class members to retain local counsel; and MDL plaintiffs have no right to opt out of the MDL.

In reality, MDL parties cannot appeal to the jurisdictional rules applicable to state courts because MDL transfers are authorized by a federal statute applicable to the federal courts. MDL typically involves defendants doing business in many or all states, so that Congress can centralize in one federal court mass torts or other claims involving them. Nevertheless, the broad disregard of the state court in question, they raise no personal jurisdiction issues under existing federal constitutional law.

---

84. It is generally believed that Congress may authorize the federal courts to extend their personal jurisdiction beyond what is permissible for state courts. Stephen E. Sachs, *The Unlimited Jurisdiction of the Federal Courts*, 106 VA. L. REV. 1703, 1767 (2020). For a thorough discus-
jurisdictional rules in MDL proceedings raises questions about the rules themselves. If the existing limits on personal jurisdiction are required by “traditional notions of fair play and substantial justice,” does their wholesale disregard in tens of thousands of federal court cases deny litigants fair play and substantial justice? And if, on the other hand, consolidating cases from around the nation in one transferee court is a good thing in more than one-third of federal court civil actions, why is it so terrible for a court to hear a similar collection of cases in other situations? The answer might be that federalism requires stricter limits on state court personal jurisdiction than on federal court proceedings. But the Court has had trouble explaining why this should be so, as we shall now see.

V. CASELAW CONFUSION

Developing jurisdictional law case by case is both a defect and the cause of other defects. It is a defect because it leaves gaps and inconsistencies in the law, as already described. It causes defects because development by precedent creates risks at every step. Law is pieced together by different judges, having different views, facing different conditions, focusing on one set of facts at a time, trying to resolve one problem with a formula devised for others, and reviewing jurisdictional issues only sporadically. Ronald Dworkin compared precedential law to a novel each of whose chapters is written by a new author, but forgot to add that this form of authorship yields few masterpieces.

The Court’s wavering approach to the implications of International Shoe’s reordering of personal jurisdiction law provides a familiar example of the resulting confusion. Five years after International Shoe was decided, four Justices believed that it still required service within the state on the defendant or its agent. In Shaffer v. Heitner, four Justices discovered that “all assertions” just meant “quasi in rem jurisdiction.” But after twenty-one more years, International Shoe
was nevertheless “[t]he canonical opinion” invoked to govern general as well as specific jurisdiction.\textsuperscript{91} That did not settle the matter: two and perhaps three Justices now seem willing to reconsider large parts of \textit{International Shoe} altogether, and perhaps to embark on a perilous quest for the Due Process Clause’s original meaning.\textsuperscript{92} Meanwhile, the case and its progeny and principles have had little impact on personal jurisdiction over divorce proceedings.\textsuperscript{93}

Confusion and inconsistency have been even greater when it comes to the rationale of personal jurisdiction law. Just why does the Fourteenth Amendment limit the personal jurisdiction of state courts? As often pointed out, decisions have sometimes spoken of state sovereignty or territorial power,\textsuperscript{94} sometimes of legitimate state interests,\textsuperscript{95} sometimes of the individual liberty of defendants,\textsuperscript{96} and sometimes of none of these.\textsuperscript{97}

Justice Kennedy’s attempt to integrate sovereignty and liberty concerns in \textit{Nicastro} demonstrates the emptiness of current theories. Speaking for himself and three other Justices, he said that a defendant is subject to a state’s specific jurisdiction if “it submits to the judicial power of an otherwise foreign sovereign . . . through contact with and activity directed at a sovereign . . . ‘in a suit arising out of or related to the defendant’s contacts with the forum.’”\textsuperscript{98} Of course, the defen-
dant’s submission is just as fictional as the corporate presence standard that Felix Cohen criticized as “transcendental nonsense” long ago.99 A defendant is said to submit when a court decides that the circumstances warrant subjecting it to jurisdiction. As Wendy Perdue pointed out, Justice Kennedy based his theory on sovereignty but seemed more concerned with individual rights, while Justice Ginsburg’s dissent (joined by two other Justices) spoke of rights but seemed at least as concerned with ensuring safe workplaces in the forum state.100 Meanwhile, Justices Breyer and Alito, who joined Justice Kennedy’s group to form a majority, cagily avoided any rationale, criticized both the other two opinions, and claimed to be relying only on precedent.101

Faced with conflicting theories and Justices, the Court has more than once invoked an ad hoc argument never to be seen again. In Asahi, ignoring the principle that jurisdiction exists or does not exist when a suit is brought and does not alter after that,102 the Court cited developments in the course of the litigation to deny jurisdiction over a defendant.103 In Shaffer, the Court considered it a reason to deny jurisdiction that the defendants were denied fair warning when there was no long-arm statute specifically extending jurisdiction over officers and directors of a Delaware corporation,104 even though in other instances, states’ broad assertion of jurisdiction to the constitutional limit has not caused problems.105 Usually, the Court does not consider the social benefit of a particular defendant’s interstate activities, but when it denied jurisdiction in Kulko, it relied on the desirability of encouraging a divorced spouse to let his children live with his former wife without suffering burdensome jurisdictional consequences.106 Usually, Justices treat what state’s law will be applied as unrelated to what state can assert personal jurisdiction,107 but in Burger King, a clause providing that Florida law would govern contractual

100. Collins Perdue, supra note 94, at 740–43.
disputes helped Burger King establish jurisdiction in that state.  

108 How are lower courts and litigants supposed to treat such factors? In short, the theories advanced by courts neither explain the decisions nor provide a guide for the future. That is not in itself a criticism of the judges. If there were a sound theory consistent with existing law, they would have found it. But they have not.

CONCLUSION

Law is easy to denounce but hard to improve. I will make only one proposal: like Kevin Clermont, I think that Congress should pass a statute regulating personal jurisdiction in state and federal courts,  

109 as the Full Faith and Credit Clause and the Commerce Clause empower it to do.  

110 Of course, Congress nowadays seems scarcely capable of passing anything,  

111 and competing lobbies of plaintiffs’ lawyers and defendants and their lawyers would beleaguer any reform effort. But it is not too early to start thinking about the possibilities, as did the American Law Institute when it proposed a federal statute on the recognition of foreign judgments.  

112 A statutory approach would have many advantages over the accumulation of caselaw. A statute could provide different standards for different kinds of cases, as in the European Union.  

113 That statute could address with more specificity what is required for each kind of case, as does the existing statute governing jurisdiction in child custody disputes.  

114 Different rules could be laid down for different kinds of defendants, for example, foreign defendants or smaller businesses, or for different kinds of plaintiffs. The statute could provide a unified jurisdictional scheme, without the gaps and inconsistencies of existing law. It could introduce changes all at once, without having to

111. But see James M. Curry & Frances E. Lee, The Limits of Party: Congress and Lawmaking in a Polarized Era (2020) (arguing that the difficulties of legislating remain what they were).
113. Text at supra note 8.
114. 28 U.S.C. § 1738A.
115. See authorities cited supra note 57.
wait for litigants willing to appeal each issue through the courts, and for the Supreme Court to find room for that issue on its crowded docket. Most importantly, the authors of a statute would not have to derive, or pretend to derive, its provision from a general constitutional formula but would be free to seek practical solutions based on all the relevant concerns. Or at least we can dream of that happening.
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